Installation Instructions
Easy Installation? Absolutely!!!
Here's how you install theBulldog Bar in less than 10 steps!
1. You will want to install this bar about 12” above the handle of the door. When you are ready to secure
this bar across the door, it must clear the handle with ease.
2. Measure from the floor up on each side of the door jamb molding and make a small mark where your
end posts (with rosettes attached) will be placed. Each of these marks (on the left hand and right hand
side of the door) will be equal distance from the floor thus making theBulldog Bar level with the floor
when installed.
3. The center of the end post (with rosettes attached) will be placed directly over your mark you made on
the molding. Of course you will do one side at a time, so as you place the center of the back plate over
your mark, you will want the back plate placed vertical and on the flattest part of your door trim molding.
That should place it almost in the center of the vertical molding from left to right.
4. Make two pencil marks inside each hole of the back plate so you can drill pilot holes there to insert the
bolts that are included.
5. Drill the pilot holes (two ¼”) into the trim and stud on each side of the door and mount the back plate to
the trim. You may need a ratchet wrench if there is too much torque but the more torque the better.
6. Slide the closed end of theBulldog Bar unto the post opposite the door handle and let it swing down
freely.
7. You are now ready to use theBulldog Bar at will, simply raise the open end of the bar and slide it into
place on the opposite end post as far as possible for most security.
Note: If you have ordered theBulldog Bar – Contemporary Design, you must insert the end post
(rosette) in the middle square first, slide it down to the closed end of the bar and then mount the end
post on the door trim while the bar is hanging.
The installation is now complete.
Don’t quite get it? Check out the video tutorial on the “About theBulldog Bar” page at
www.thebulldogbar.com.
You can also give us a shout via email or by telephone and we’re happy to help!
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